It's a great exercise even for Premier League players!
- Ronald Koeman SOUTHAMPTON FC - FIRST TEAM MANAGER

WHAT IS TEQBALL?
Teqball is a new football-based sport, which is perfectly suitable for professional footballers as well as amateur
enthusiasts whose ambition is to develop their technical skills, concentration and stamina. However, it is not
only our skills we can improve on this specially-bent board. All we need is an opponent at the other end of
the Teqball table and the game can begin! If you can juggle a ball three times, you can excel at Teqball as well.
Teqball is the purest type of football, since there is no physical contact between the players, and therefore
injuries resulting from impacts or rough tackling can never take place in the game or during practice.
Moreover, the players cannot touch the table either according to the official rules, which further reduces the
risk of injury.
Teqball is not football’s rival but rather its complement. Teqball enchances players’ confidence, perfects their
passing techniques and develops decision making skills not to mention the so-called ‘first touch’ moves that
are more than essential in modern-day football.
Teqball is not about luck; the best players always win.

RULES
Teqball can be played with soccer balls used in football; however, size 5 is official and recommended. Teqball can
certainly be played by rules created by the players, but the official rules of the game are very simple:
ball must be returned to the opponent’s side onto the table by touching it a maximum of three times
opponent and equipment cannot be touched
ball cannot be touched by the same body part in succession
within a play a player can return the ball with the same body part only twice after each other
These rules make this sport tremendously spectacular and suitable for even professional football teams for training
purposes. Teqball can be played by 2 players (single game), by 3 players (French double), by 4 players (double
game) or even by several more players similar to the ‘Round-the-table’ game in Ping Pong. On our Teqball Smart
tables individual games and training sessions can be conducted.
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TEQBALL TABLE

The soul of Teqball is the table; a new and revolutionary sport equipment that took over two years’ testing
and research to eventually develope its final innovative and sophisticated shape. The net is solid and thus
the ball bounces back from it, so this way the concept of uninterrupted games is no longer a dream.
The structure of Teqball table, aligned with the rules, does not allow luck or chance to interfere with
the game; players can only rely on their skills and abilities.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL SPORT EQUIPMENT
QATCH
In this game the players stand at both ends of the table and throw the ball back and forth to each other in an
intense fashion. Passing the ball back must be done from where they have previously caught it. The ball must
bounce once on the opponent’s side of the table after which it must be returned within 3 seconds. A set is
consisted of 12 points, and two sets must be won in order to win a match. Qatch is that simple.
Several personal trainers have already tested this game and the results are fascinating; players use their entire
muscle system when playing Qatch. Moreover, a number of handball and basketball teams have considered
integrating this game in their junior training system. Qatch can be played by anyone aged 6-99 for pleasure and/or
intensive workout purposes. We are absolutely convinced that all family members would soon discover the
pleasures of sport on the Teqball table.

TEQTENNIS
For this game all you need is a set of Teqtennis. The main rule must be observed at all times: you cannot touch the
equipment. The rest of the rules of the game are the same as in Qatch: one set is 12 points, and a match is decided
by two winning sets. This game is naturally about the pleasures of sport, and it brilliantly develops ball handling
and concentration skills as well, since the ball bounces in a different way as the result of the special bend of the
table.
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AWARDS
RED DOT
The Red Dot Award for designers is what the Oscars for the movie industry. Since
1955, awards have been given out in three main categories: product design,
communication design, and design concept. The international Red Dot Design Award
is the greatest and most renowned award in the world with over 11,000 plans and
products from 61 countries. In 2015 Teqball won the Red Dot Award in the product
design category, and thus it received a prestigious place in the Red Dot Museum of
Design next to products designed by Apple, Ferrari, Logitech, Adidas and Google.

ISPO
ISPO has been one of the world’s largest sports related exhibitions since 1969. Every
year the most outstanding sporting goods win the ISPO Award. Winners are selected
from hundreds of products by an independent panel of experts based on explicit
criteria laid down in advance. This will serve as reference for retailers and wholesalers
when they select products not to mention end-consumers for whom the ISPO Award
is a weighty reason when buying sporting goods. In 2015, Teqball had the privilege to
be selected amongst the finalists to receive ISPO winner’s award in the Health, Fitness
and Recreation category.

During the first 6 months
615 425 YouTube views
90 489 web pageviews
7446 social media followers
1684 pre-order emails
292 distribution requests from...
85 countries
$0 spent for promotion
1 future Olympic sport

TESTIMONIALS
THEY ARE TEQ!

Further information and pre-order:
www.teqball.com
info@teqball.com

